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ABSTRACT:The conceptual architecture of a proposedmobile app model was presented in a paper published 

in a journal by Wijenanda and Sellappan (2018). The basic conceptual architecture was presented in that 

paper. This paper covers the successfully developed architecture for the mobile application. In particular, the 

systems model and the multifactor authentication architecture are presented in this paper. The presented set are 

based on the developed application. The system’s model describes the flow of data, which includes the input of 

data, fetching of the data from the database, validation of inputted data and validated result. The components of 

the model include authentication, configuration management, PIN comparator, Face Image Processor, Voice 

Processor, Face Image Comparator, Voice Comparator and Parameters component. For the multifactor 

authentication architecture, security Level Selector accepts PIN, Voice and Face as inputs for authentication 

check. The face and voice processor take the face and voice inputs and process and pass to the next stage. The 

next stage is that of validation, where the PIN, voice and face are validated before successful authentication. 

The mobile application is being developed as a prototype based on this architecture. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Breath-taking pace of evolution in communications technology and the correspondingchange in 

consumer behaviour has had a significant impact on how customers perceive anduse banking services (Sunari, 

2014). The growth of mobile technology and the ever-growing ubiquity of mobile devices over the years, have 

resulted in mobile banking to come up from a simpleinformation delivery channel to that of a comprehensive 

banking transaction channel. In mobile banking schemes; financial services are availed and banking services are 

provided using mobile devices (Baraka et al, 2013).The challenge now for Sri Lankan banks is to develop and 

execute a mobile banking strategy that creates value for customers and encourages them to switch to the mobile 

channel from the costlier channels such as branch, so that it would make a difference to the cost/income ratio of 

the banks (Sunari, 2014). 

 

II LITERATURE REVIEW 

In pursuit of objectives like secured banking, financial institutions globally have placed heavy 

emphasis on cost effectiveness, efficiency and seamless service and the optimal mobilization of existing 

resources and infrastructure (Delrene, 2016).Experiences of several developing countries have shown that the 

poor majority are in need of a wide range of financial services that could potentially be delivered via mobile 

phones or mobile phone operators. In their operations, these mobile apps send data in plaintext. Financial 

service providers tend to rely on the security services provided by the mobile applications, which has been 

proved to be susceptible to cyber-attacks. The used algorithms for crypto mechanisms are flawed leaving data 

carried through the network vulnerable upon interception.  

Banking operators need to take precaution by enforcing some protective measures on the information 

to be transmitted. This is beside the security required to be incorporated into the mobile apps in terms of the 

authentication of the platforms. Access to banking services widely acknowledged to be high and financial access 

in Sri Lanka being estimated between 68.5% of population (WB) to 82.5% of households (GTZ), 58% of adults 

of bottom 40% income group having bank accounts (WB) is a call for security improvement (Peter, 2013).The 
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banks in Sri Lanka, however, are trying to popularize the concept of Internet banking among their customers, to 

meet up with the ever-increasing traffic in physical bank premises (Kariyawasam, 2016).Mobile phones have 

created a platform to expand commercial transactions in a very easy manner and have created a wide array of 

business opportunities through the expansion of wireless communication (Kumari and Janaka, 2014).The basic 

idea of mobile services is to improve the access of information services when travelling or anywhere (Drennan 

and Mort, 2007).  

In a case where a banking area is poor in terms of internet connectivity, there will be need for 

proposing a topology for improving the connectivity. These could begin with a preplan for a better topology 

(Datukun et al, 2016a; Datukun et al, 2016b). Improving network performance is necessary in any organization 

(Datukun et al, 2017). This include tourist centres for freely and conveniently connecting virtual tourism. With 

the increasing levels of deployment of various forms of high-speed (or broadband) services within today's 

Internet, there is new impetus to find some usable answers that allow both providers and users to place some 

objective benchmarks against the service offerings. Furthermore, with the lift in access speed with broadband 

services, there is an associated expectation on the part of the end user or service customer about the performance 

of the Internet service. It should be "better" in some fashion, where "better" relates to the performance of the 

network and the service profile that is offered to network applications. And not only is there an expectation of 

"better" performance, it should be measurable (Onwudebelu et al, 2014).This will help in browser-based 

management information system provided for administrative users in mobile banking. 

 

III METHODOLOGY 

This research is a project aiming at improving the security situation of mobile banking in Srilanka. 

Apaper has been published by Wijenanda and Sellappan (2018)with an initial architecture based on literature 

review on the idea. That was towards developing a mobile application with biometric security for authentication. 

This paper, in connection with the last paper presents the system’s model and MultifactorAuthentication 

architecture based on the reviewed concept. Based on the methodology diagram from Wijenanda and Sellappan 

(2018), the actual system’s architecture and Multifactor Authentication architecture follows. 

 

Mobile System’s Model and Multifactor Authentication architecture 

The applicationresident in customer’s mobile phone is being launched before logging into the 

application server.The transaction is then initiatedbefore biometric recognition. It is after the biometric 

recognition that the customer will be allowed to access the account for relevant transaction (Wijenanda and 

Sellappan, 2018). The biometric recognition shall be by the customers’ face, voice and customer’s PIN. Since 

no two people’s face are exactly the same and would further improve the security platform of the mobile 

banking in terms of hacking and other security threats and / or risks in terms of the difficulty to break the three 

authentication requirements. Figure 1 describes the System’s modelwhich includes the input of data, fetching of 

the data from the database, validation of inputted data and validated result. The components of the model 

include authentication, configuration management, PIN comparator, Face Image Processor, Voice Processor, 

Face Image Comparator, Voice Comparator and Parameters component. For the multifactor authentication 

architecture, security Level Selector accepts PIN, Voice and Face as inputs for authentication check. The face 

and voice processor take the face and voice inputs and process and pass to the next stage. The next stage is that 

of validation, where the PIN, voice and face are validated before successful authentication. The mobile 

application is being developed as a prototype based on this architecture. 

 

 
Figure 2: System’s model 
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Figure 2 describes the multifactor authentication architecture, which clarifies on the authentication procedure. 

The authentication requirements are also indicated. 

 
Figure 1: Multifactor Authentication 

 

 

IV CONCLUSION 

In as much as the system’s model and the multifactor authentication architecture are important, the 

actual protype is also important. The protype has been developed based on the given system’s model and 

multifactor architecture but require finetunement and Quality check testing. In the subsequent part of these 

work, which is the next work, shots of running application will be presented. This will be towards a user study 

to check whether the given solution is viable to improve mobile banking, particularly in the bank under study. 

Hence, we could conclude that this modelwill subsequently provide a mobile application with improved 

security. As such the next paper will be in connection to this one. 
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